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DNA flow cytometric evaluation of cell cycle
distribution in ulcerative colitis: a proposed
method for assessing severity of disease

F Bortoluzzi, M Valentini, C Cernigoi, G Toffoli, M Boiocchi, M Poletti, M Sozzi,
M Fornasarig, R Cannizzaro, E Bertolissi

Abstract
The assessment of disease severity in
ulcerative colitis depends mainly on sub-
jective variables, and an objective method
of assessing mucosal inflammation is
needed. Determination of the synthetic
phase of the cell cycle is an accurate
expression ofinflammatory activity in the
colonic mucosa. The aim of the study was
to find out if the proliferative index or the
synthetic phase (S phase) of the colonic
mucosa of patients with ulcerative colitis,
as evaluated by DNA flow cytometry,
is a reliable and reproducible marker
of disease activity. Sixty consecutive
patients with ulcerative colitis of different
degrees of activity were entered into the
study and submitted to colonoscopy plus
multiple rectal biopsies. Disease severity
was defined for each patient by means of
a clinical, endoscopic, and histological
score. Flow cytometry was used to
calculate the proliferative index and the
S phase of the cell cycle. A statistically
significant correlation (p<0.001) was
found between all indices of severity. It is
suggested that flow cytometric evaluation
of the cell cycle in the rectal mucosa
may be an efficient method of assessing
severity of disease and efficacy of medical
treatment in ulcerative colitis.
(Gut 1995; 36: 50-54)
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The assessment of disease activity in ulcerative
colitis is an important factor in determining the
treatment, management, and prognosis of
the patients, in routine clinical use as well as in
randomised trials. Clinical criteria, individual
laboratory indices, endoscopic criteria, and
activity indices have been proposed to quantify
the severity of disease. Furthermore, indices are

subject to very substantial intra and inter-
observer variation. Despite the many efforts
made to introduce more reproducible and
objective variables, the old Truelove and Witts'
index is still preferred in practical use, but is
perhaps not sensitive enough for clinical trials.2
The determination of cell cycle distribution and
the evaluation of the proliferative index of the
colonic mucosa have been validated as having
biological significance in other diseases of
the colon.3 The amount of inflammatory
cells determined histologically in the colonic

mucosa, seems to be of prognostic importance4
and is certainly capable of influencing the cell
proliferation rate of the entire mucosa. The aim
of our study was to find out if the proliferative
index or the synthetic phase (S phase) of the
colonic mucosa, as evaluated by DNA flow
cytometry, may be a reliable and reproducible
marker of disease activity in patients with
ulcerative colitis.

Methods
Sixty consecutive patients (34 males, 26
females, median age 38-6 years; age range
19-62) with ulcerative colitis of different
degrees of activity and receiving different
treatment courses were entered into the study.
The patients participated in a precancerous
surveillance protocol based on histological
examination and flow cytometry, irrespective
of duration of illness. Each patient was sub-
mitted to diagnostic colonoscopy, and mucosal
biopsy specimens were taken by biopsy forceps
at various anatomical sites in the colon
(caecum, ascending colon, hepatic flexure,
transverse colon, splenic flexure, descending
colon, sigmoid colon, and rectum). Twenty
non-consecutive patients complaining of active
ulcerative colitis were also submitted to a
subsequent endoscopic examination after a
course of medical treatment. For the purposes
of this study we considered only the most distal
rectal biopsy specimens: a couple of samples
were taken in the rectum from adjacent sites
of the mucosa. One sample from each pair
was fixed in Bouin's solution for histological
examination and the other immediately put
in saline and submitted to flow cytometric
analysis. At the same time we scored clinical
and endoscopic severity of disease.

Clinical activity was determined using a
semi-quantitative index, according to
Rachmilewitz,5 as shown in Table 1.
The endoscopic appearance of the rectal

mucosa was defined by one offour experienced
endoscopists on a scale of 1-4 as suggested by
Gomes et al 6: on this scale, 1 was normal,
2 mild inflammation with loss of vascular
pattern, 3 severe inflammation with contact
bleeding, and 4 severe disease with friability,
ulcers or spontaneous bleeding.
The histological grade of inflammation was

assessed by a single expert histopathologist
who was unaware of the endoscopic severity.
We also assessed histological activity according
to Gomes on a 1-5 scale: 1 was normal, 2
was defined as mild oedema and inflammation
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TABLE I Clinical activity index

Score

Numbers of stools (per week)

Blood in stools (weekly average)

Global symptomatic state

Abdominal pain or cramps

Temperature (C) due to colitis

Extraintestinal manifestations

Laboratory

<18
18-35
36-60
>60
none
little
a lot
good
average
bad
very bad
none
seldom or mild
severe
very severe
37-38
>38
iritis
erythema nodosum
arthritis
ESR>50
ESR> 100
Hb<10 0

0
1
2
3
0
2
4
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
3
3
3
3
1
2
4

ESR=erythrocyte sedimentation rate, Hb=haemoglobin.

in the lamina propria, 3 as crypt abscess
formation and inflammation in the lamina
propria, 4 as more severe inflammation with
destructive crypt abscesses plus or minus
granulomata, and 5 as severe inflammation
with active ulceration. No patient had granulo-
mata and the diagnosis of ulcerative colitis,
excluding other inflammatory diseases, was
histologically confirmed in all patients.

Tissue samples for flow cytometric analysis
were submitted to mechanical disintegration
and fixed in 70% ethanol for 25 minutes,
after which the cells were suspended in
phosphate buffered saline buffer and
centrifuged at 1200 rpm. Cells were resus-
pended and counted at optical microscopy,
with an optimal value of 500 000/1 000 000
cells/ml. The monolayer cells were then resus-
pended in a propidium iodide (50 mcg/ml,
Sigma Chemicals), 01% dibasic sodium
citrate, 0O1% NONIDET NP40, and RNAse
(0 5 ng/ml, 100 U, Sigma Chemical) solution,
and incubated in the dark for 30 minutes.
The suspension was then filtered through
50 micron nylon filters and analysed by a
Facscan flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson),
with human lymphocytes supplemented with
chicken erythrocytes 1:10 as a reference
sample (Krishan modified7).

S phase values were calculated utilising the
SOBR mathematical model, consisting in
successive approximation to the actual
histogram, and fitting GO/Gl and G2+M
populations with single Gaussian curves: three
to eight Gaussian convolute rectangles fit the
S phase. If the S phase was not well separated
from the G2+M phases or for every low
S phase values we applied the SFIT model,
which uses a second order polynomial
(y=ax2+bx+c) to determine the height of the S
phase at any channel of the FACSCAN: this
model determines a region of 'pure' S phase,
which contains no GO/Gl or G2+M cells
(Figs 1 and 2).
The proliferative index (PI) was calculated

as the fractional number of cells with a
DNA content corresponding to the synthetic
(S phase) and G2+M phases of the cell cycle.
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Figure 1: Example of histogram from a rectal sample:
S phase calculated according to SOBR model.

The mean coefficient of variation (CV) was
4-7% (range 2.9-6.2%). Lymphocyte control
cells showed a mean CV of 2.6% (range
1-8-3.40/o). Lower CVs imply higher precision:
CVs higher than 3% for test spheres or
nuclei suggest that the apparatus requires
adjustment: the instrument is ready for analysis
of test samples when a low, reproducible CV is
obtained for the control material. Coefficients
of variation of DNA distributions from actual
samples are typically higher than CVs of
distributions from standards.8 9
For statistical analysis we used the two tailed

correlation test, analysis of variance, and
regression analysis. The study complied with
the standards of the ethical committee of our
institution.

Results

CLINICAL ACTIVITY
The clinical assessment of illness activity varies
from 1 to 9 according to the above mentioned
score. For statistical evaluation we grouped
the patients in grade 1 (score 1, 17 patients,
28.3%), grade 2 (scores 2-3, 19 patients,
31 .6%), grade 3 (scores 4-5, 11 patients,
18-4%), and grade 4 (scores 6-9, 13 patients,
21 .6%)/

HISTOLOGICAL ACTIVITY
Three patients (5%) were grade 1, 27 (45%)
grade 2, 21 (35%) grade 3, and 9 (15%) grade
4 of histological activity.
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Figure 2: Example of histogram from a rectal sample:
S phase calculated according to SFIT model.
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Figure 3: Distribution of synthetic phase values (expressed as percentage of the whole cefl
cycle).

ENDOSCOPIC ACTIVITY
As regards the endoscopic appearances of the
rectal mucosa, six patients (10%) were
assigned to severity group 1, 27 (45%) to
group 2, 15 (25%) to group 3, and 12 (20%) to
group 4.
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FLOW CYTOMETRIC ANALYSIS
We considered separately for statistical evalua-
tion both the synthetic phase of the cell cycle
alone and the so called proliferative index (the
sum of the S and G2+M phases of the cycle):
the reported values were divided into quartiles
and then submitted to analysis. S phase values
ranged from 4 to 29% and the proliferative
index from 10 to 38% (Figs 3 and 4).

CORRELATION TESTS
The above mentioned variables were inserted
in a two tailed correlation test: we noticed a
significant (p<0 001) correlation between
all the illness severity assessment methods
considered (Table II). We also analysed the
correlation between the proliferative index and
the clinical, histological, and endoscopic scores
calculated as a whole: a significant correlation
was found (p<0-001) with an overall x2 value
of 27X6 with 8 degrees of freedom.
We also did the regression analysis for the

mean difference in proliferative index versus
global score (endoscopy plus histology plus
clinical index) in the 20 patients we analysed
before and after a therapeutic course with
mesalazine 3.6 g orally. Figure 5 shows
that a close correlation was detected with a
coefficient of correlation r of 0 7 1.

Discussion
The gold standard in the routine clinical
assessment of ulcerative colitis is the three step
grading system by Truelove and Witts. 1 This is
easy to use and makes good clinical sense, but
it is not wholly reliable in controlled clinical
trials.
There is a critical need for a more quantita-

tive and reproducible index for planning the
management and evaluating the treatment.
Several such clinical indices have been pro-
posed, aimed at providing a numerical activity
score. The Powell-Tuck activity score10 has
been used in several clinical trials, but it relies
heavily on symptoms and signs. Gomes et al 6
devised a similar scoring system and compared
it with endoscopic and histological findings,
but, unfortunately, failed to establish any
statistically significant correlation.

In contrast O'Morain et all' developed an
ulcerative colitis activity index, which signifi-
cantly correlates with micro and macroscopic
findings.

Rutegaard12 devised a compound activity
index, which is the sum of three different
scores for history of illness, macro and micro-
scopic findings.

Other clinical, endoscopic, and histological
scores have been proposed, all of which are
quite similar, but fail to assure full inter and
intraobserver reproducibility,13-22 an objection
first raised by Baron23 in relation to sigmoido-
scopic appearances.
As Rutegaard pointed out,24 instead of

constructing a single overall index, a better
solution would be the separate assessment
of disease activity, as reflected by patient
symptoms, and disease severity, as measured

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 27 30
11 13 15 17 19 21 23 26 29 38

% of cells in G2/M + S phases (Pl)
Figure 4: Distribution ofproliferative index (PI) values (expressed as percentage of the
whole ceUl cycle).
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TABLE II Correlation test

Histology

Histology 1-0000
S phase 0.4596t
Proliferative index 0-4949t
Endoscopy 0-8418t
Clinical index 0-6596t

Two tailed significance: *=0.01, t=O
correlation coefficient, (r).
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In our patients, a statistically significant
IPr-oliferative Clinical correlation was found between flow cytometric

S phase index Endoscopy index findings and the other endoscopic, clinical, and

0-4596t- 0-4949t- 0-84181- 0-6596t histological indices used in assessing severity of
1-0000 0-8111t 0-5242t 0-4989t disease. The r values for the S phase and
0852421 0 53061 10000 0 684798t proliferative index values and the other
0-4989t 0-5493t 06878t 1-0000 variables considered are not very high, but we

do not consider histological, endoscopic, or
1001, no of cases=60. Numbers are expression of clinical indices as gold standards for this

disease. Our data only suggest that a distinct
more objective means. A number of correlation exists between these different

asures of inflammation change in relation to indices: the relative strength of this correlation
ive disease, but it has yet to be established depends on the reproducibility of the indices.
iich biochemical variables should be The aim of this study was to validate DNA
Xd.225 Riley4 claims that the presence and flow cytometry as an objective method of
rerity of histological inflammation of the measuring disease severity.
icosa is of prognostic relevance in ulcerative Calculation of S phase is not always uncom-
Litis, but the reproducibility of the data is plicated, depending on an incomplete
)d only in part, depending on the variables separation of cells in the different phases of
served. At the same time Korelitz et a126 the cycle and on the presence of a light
ve shown that the quantitative mucosal cell background fluorescence resulting from
mt shows a significant reduction in inflam- cellular fragments. A number of adequate
Ltory cells after medical treatment. mathematical models have to be applied both
[)NA flow cytometry has been validated as a to distinctly analyse the cellular cycle in every
uable method of assessing abnormal cellular situation and to significantly reduce back-
qA distribution as a specific marker for ground values. We applied the SFIT model (a
Llignant transformation in longstanding second order polynomial) to calculate S phase
.erative colitis.27 This method may also be values when the S phase was not well separated
~d in quantitating the cell cycle distribution, from the G2+M ones, or for very low S phase
culating the cells in the synthetic phase of values, or when the GO/Gl coefficient of
cycle. This proliferative activity primarily variation was less than 5%. For higher

pends on the presence of mucosal acute coefficients of variation, it might be a risk of
lammatory cells, with a very high cellular overestimating the GO/Gl phases and under-
nover. The method we used does not allow estimating the G2+M ones: in these cases we
to separate epithelial and inflammatory used the SOBR model, as successive approxi-

Is. The good correlation between histo- mations to the actual histogram, fitting GO/Gl
,ical inflammation and the values of the and G2+M populations with single Gaussian
)diferative phases of the cell cycle may curves. The values obtained with the two
,port the hypothesis that the fluctuations in different methods in skilled hands were fully
proliferative index and S pr-- depend compatible and with good agreement. It might

marily on the amount of inflamm tory cells. sometimes be the case of two significatively
difference was noted when, test the different values obtained with the two models:

pothesis of the presence of greate nrolifera- in these cases we calculated the mean S phase
activity in longstanding illnec we divided value between the two, aiming at reducing a
patients on the basis of the duration of their mathematical under or overestimation of data.
erative colitis (more or less than 10 years We considered the rectal segment represen-
m onset of symptoms). tative of disease activity, as did Fochios in his

study.28 Unpublished results with samples
20- taken elsewhere in the colon in the same

A patients closely resemble the rectal findings as
far as severity of disease is concerned, allowing

15- us to consider rectal mucosa (that we can
A anyway easily reach) as representative of the

10 _ A whole inflamed colonic mucosa. Holmqvist etal29 reported different results in a paediatric
A z population, with a lower degree of inflamma-

5 tion in the rectum than in the colon in about
A one third of patients with ulcerative colitis,

o _ - but this seemed to depend on the use of
A< A* corticosteroid rectal enemas in almost all cases.

A
We are now validating our data in a prospec-

5 - tive controlled trial by means of DNA flow
A cytometric determinations on samples of rectal

-10 I I I I I I I mucosa before and after medical treatment.
-4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 The preliminary results are quite encouraging,

A Global index showing a good correlation between severity of
AreRlatinbtweehGoal difendex idisease and the proliferative index of the rectal

wre 5: Relation between the mnean differences inmuoain2ptetswfudasgiict
'iferative index (A proliferative index) and global mucosa: in 20 patients we found a significant
tological plus endoscopic plus clinical) index (A global correlation between the examined variables,
Xx) values before and after medical treatment. with a good coefficient of correlation r.
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The advantage of DNA flow cytometry on
the conventional tests is mainly in its accuracy,
low inter and intraobserver variability, and
reproducibility of data. It analyses a much
greater number of cells (about 10 000 v 300) in
a much shorter period of time (few seconds v
roughly 15 minutes) than a routine histological
examination. On the other hand, it gives only
quantitative and not qualitative data. We
therefore suggest its use in controlled trials to
obtain reproducible and comparable results,
and currently as a complement to routine
histological tests in clinical use: problems of
costs and availability of the flow cytometer may
in fact limit its use in a number of institutions.

In conclusion, we suggest that DNA
flow cytometry, in addition to providing
information on DNA aneuploidy as a pre-
cancerous lesion, may also afford a repro-
ducible and efficient method for evaluating
severity of disease and efficacy of medical
treatment in ulcerative colitis.
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